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Abstract: 

In this paper, an improved encryption scheme based on Logistics maps. Logistics map is very useful technique for image 

encryption so bifurcation of logistic map is required. Similarly Lyapunov Exponent is also important for image encryption 

because tells us about the rate of separation of image pixels. Some image quality factors are also described that gives impact of 

the quality of image. In comparison to conventional encryption schemes, the proposed scheme enhances the security level. On 

Image quality parameters, histogram analysis is applied on the proposed image encryption scheme. All results indicate that the 

proposed scheme is highly secure and robustness of digital images on insecure communication channels. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Securing of data and image are necessary in all fields. But it is 

important to know ―how to protect the data and images from 

hackers‖. The answer of this question is Cryptography which 

plays important roles in all type of data and images protection. 

in cryptography an authenticate person i.e.; cryptographer 

encrypt the data in order to maintain integrity, confidentially, 

authenticity. There are numerous encryption algorithms have 

been proposed based on different principles. Among them, 

chaos based cryptography is highly used by researchers, which 

can be define as   a research field across two related fields i.e.; 

chaos and cryptography. Chaos based encryption scheme are 

said to be good for practical uses because these scheme 

provide a good combination of high security, speed, 

complexity, computational power, reasonable computational 

etc. There are numbers of chaos based image encryption 

scheme have been developed in recent years. In 

2003,N.K.Pareek, Vinod Patidar proposed a symmetric key 

block cipher algorithm in which multiple one-dimensional 

chaotic maps are used instead of a one-dimensional chaotic 

map[1].In2004,G Chen, Yaobin Mao, Charles K. Chuiemploys 

the.3D cat map to shuffle the positions grey values as of image 

pixels and uses another chaotic map to confuse the relationship 

between the cipher-image and the plain-image [2]. In 2006, 

N.K.Pareek, Vinod Patidar, K.K.Sud proposed an image 

encryption scheme based on chaotic logistics maps in which an 

external secret key of 80-bit and two chaotic maps are 

employed[3].In 2015, A.U.Rehman, J.S.Khan and Jawed 

Ahmed proposed an image encryption scheme based on 

dynamic s-boxes.S-Box is a bijective mapping which holds 

one and onto relations. Equation 1 represents bijective 

mapping of s boxes: 

S: GF (2)𝑥 ͢   GF(2)𝑦  (1) 

Here x×y substitution box which takes x as input bits and gives 

y bits output. Among these techniques, Chaos based encryption 

methods have many properties like high sensitivity to initial 

values, ergodicity, mixing properties. According to these 

properties, developers have designed techniques for logistic 

maps. In this paper, we are trying to improve the image 

encryption based on logisticchaotic maps and introduce some 

Image quality parameters which give impact on the quality of 

images. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 

2 discusses the logistic map in which bifurcation and lyapunov 

exponents. In section 2, we proposed image encryption 

algorithm. Section 3 discusses some image quality parameters. 

Finally section 4 gives conclusion for this paper. Section 5 

shows references that are used for this paper. 

 

2. LOGISTIC MAPS 

 

The logistic map is polynomial mapping that tells how 

complex behavior can arise from very simple non-linear 

dynamical equations. Mathematically, Logistic map can be 

written as [4]: 

𝑋𝑛=𝑟𝑋𝑛−1(1 − 𝑋𝑛−1)                                      (2) 

Where r is the control parameter with range of [0, 4] and 𝑋𝑛  is 

output random chaotic sequence.  

 

2.1. Bifurcation of logistics map 

Bifurcation means division into two branches .In the figure 

below the horizontal axis shows the possible values of the 

parameter r while the vertical axis shows the set of values of X 

from almost all initial conditions by the iterates of the logistic 

equation with that r value. 

 
Figure.1. Bifurcation diagram of the logistic map 

 

This diagram tells that if we zoom in on the above-mentioned 

value r=3and focus on one arm of the three, the situation 

nearby looks like a shrunk and slightly distorted version of the 

whole diagram. The same is true for all other non-chaotic 

points. A chaotic system is highly sensitive to initial conditions 

i.e. a property of the logistic map for most values of r between 
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[0, 4] (as noted above). A common source of such sensitivity 

to initial conditions is that the map represents a repeated 

folding and stretching of the space on which it is defined. 

 

2.2. Lyapunov Exponent 

The Lyapunov exponent is a quantity that characterizes the rate 

of separation.Figure 2 shows Lyapunov exponent of the 

logistic map. 

 
Figure.2. Lyapunov exponent of the logistic map 

 

This figure shows the rate of separation of image pixels 

between [3, 4]. In this figure, we can see clear rate of 

separation ii between 3.2 and 3.3. Similarly after 3.5, lyapunov 

exponent become positive. This means if a positive Lyapunov 

exponent is usually taken as an indication that the system is 

chaotic (provided some other conditions are met, e.g., phase 

space compactness). 

 

3. IMAGE QUALITY PARAMETERS AND THEIR 

IMPACTS. 

 

3.1 Image quality parameters 

3.1.1. Mean square error (MSE) 

The mean squared error (MSE) or mean squared 

deviation (MSD) of an estimator measures the average of the 

squares of the errors or deviations—that is, the difference 

between the estimator and what is estimated. The MSE is a 

measure of the quality of an estimator which is always non-

negative, and values closer to zero are better. 

MSE= 1

𝑁
  𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑖

∗      (3) 

where, 𝑋𝑖   is the plain text pixel at the 𝑖𝑡ℎ   position and 𝑋𝑖
∗ is 

the cipher text pixel 𝑖𝑡ℎat the position. N is the size of original 

plain text image. 

 

3.1.2. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 

Peak signal-to-noise ratio is the ratio between the maximum 

possible power of an original data and the power of 

corrupting error by compression that affects the exactness of 

its representation. PSNR is most commonly used to measure 

the quality of reconstruction of image compression. It is a 

common measure used to check the effect of one pixel change 

on the entire image.  

PSNR=20* log10(
𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋

 𝑀𝑆𝐸
)  (4) 

where 𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑋  is the maximum pixel value of the plain text 

image. 

 

3.1.3. Unified Average Change Intensity (UACI) 

 A small change in plaintext image must cause some 

significant change in cipher text image. UACI is helpful to 

identify the average intensity of difference in pixels between 

the two images. 

UACI=
1

𝑊∗𝐻
  

𝐶1 𝑖 ,𝑗  −𝐶2(𝑖 ,𝑗 )

255𝑖𝑗  ∗100  (5) 

Where W and H are the width and height of the cipher text 

image respectively. 

 

3.1.4. Entropy 

It is an important concept for analysing an encryption scheme. 

Entropy gives an idea about self-information. The entropy of a 

image x can be indicated as H(x). If there are X pixels and p(xi) 

as the probability of occurrence of pixel x at ith  index. 

Entropy H(x) = - 𝑝(𝑥𝑖) log2 𝑝(𝑥𝑖) (6) 

 

3.2. Parameters impact 

In this section, experimental results of the proposed scheme are 

discussed. Parameters impacts are carried out for the Lena and 

Boat grey scale images as shown in Figures 3a and 4b, 

respectively. The size of both images is 256 × 256. The Boat 

and Lena images are ciphered using the proposed scheme as 

shown in Figures3b and 4b. From Figures 3b and 4b, it is 

evident that the encrypted image conceals all attributes of the 

plaintext images. It is also clear from Figures 3d and 4d that 

histograms of the cipher text images are completely different 

from the corresponding histograms of the plaintext images. 

 
Figure. 3.a,3b,3c, Figure.3 Encryption and histogram results: LenaImage.3a Plaintext Lena image. 3b.Encrypted Lena 

image. 3c.Histogram of plain text Lena image. 3d.Histogram of encrypted Lena image 
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Figure.4.a, 4b, 4c, 4d Fig. 4Encryption and histogram results: Boat Image. 4a .Plain text Boat image. 4b Encrypted Boat 

image. 4c Histogram of plain text Boat image .4d Histogram of encrypted Boat image 

 

Table.1. shows the above parameters effects on these two 

images. 

 

PARAMETERS 

 

BOAT        LENA 

IMAGE      IMAGE 

 

3.2 Key space analysis 

A higher key space for an image encryption scheme reflects 

that the scheme is secure against brute force attack. The 

precision of 64-bit number is about 10_15 according to IEEE 

standard. Hence for two chaotic maps, key space is which is 

large enough to resist brute force attack. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, Logistic chaotic map is used satisfy all the 

criteria for a better encryption scheme .To improve the 

security; bifurcation of logistic and lyapunov exponent of 

logistics map are done. Simulation results and security analysis 

of the ciphertext image show the strengths of the proposed 

encryption algorithm against various attacks. These results also 

indicate that the proposed scheme is suitable for practical use 

in these cure transmission of confidential data. 
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